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Some statistics

8 days of conference

31 sessions

Unique participants Respondents



About you

Organisations: More than half of 

the respondents came from

national and regional authorities

Roles: overall, a large 

representation of technical

experts

35 countries

Top 5: DE, ES, BE, IT, NL



About you

55% of respondents

are first-timers.

An interesting programme and a healthy curiosity for learning new things

were the main drivers to join the online INSPIRE conference.



About the attendence

Session turnout between

69 – 305

16 sessions welcomed

more than 150 participants

7 people followed 20 or more 

sessions

Most people followed 1-5 sessions



• Because it was a _virtual_ conference :-)

• It was open to all and available online (I would not have attended otherwise), and for a couple of specific 

sessions relating to my area of interest.

• I wanted to find use cases and practical information regarding INSPIRE implementation.

• Hear about INSPIRE webinars from my project manager

• Keep up to date and see where european strategies are pointing to.

• online session made it easy to join

• It is a great opportunity to get an overview of all things INSPIRE - from user cases, to overall trends.

• For the virtual side. Easier to follow some sessions than to go abroad for one week

• To get up to date about current developments in INSPIRE

• …

Other reasons to join the conference
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Your online experience

8 days of online 

conference was

experienced as 

just right

Sli.do was

experienced as an 

adequate

interactivity tool

A lot of multi-

tasking going

on

Coffee/Tea is still the black 

engine for conferences. 

What’s the strangest thing you did while attending 

the INSPIRE online conference 2020?



Networking and disconnecting from the office 

are important secundary ingredients for a 

succesful conference.

For future conferences a mix of 

virtual and face to face was

suggested.  

The ease with which you could participate in 

the online conference and the possibility to 

participate in all sessions was appreciated.  



Thank you for joining us in 
the INSPIRE 2020 online 
conference!
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